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Intellectual property protection

Information flows within an engineering organization
Forensic investigation

For effective investigation, design records need to be:

- available
- genuine
- navigable
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Helpful technologies

Some relevant research from the KIM Project

- Watermarking
- Lightweight Models with Multilayered Annotations
- Design Rational Editor
- Topic maps
- Media Enhanced Minuting System
- Integrated product, process and rationale models
Watermarking

Media Enhanced Minuting System
Asynchronous transaction activity modelling
Within engineering organizations, particularly those producing long-lived products, provenance information is needed for:

- asserting authorship and ownership of particular designs
- tracking the re-use of designs within organizations
- ensuring the authenticity and authority of a design (or other engineering record)
- uncovering the reasons underlying any particular design decision

⇒ not just about the files, but the hows and whys of design
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